
FrameMaker 3.2 on NEXTSTEP demonstration1 Open up the file 1WhatsNew.2 ÒWeÕll begin this demonstration of FrameMaker 3.2 on NEXTSTEP by editing a
document that incorporates a variety of graphic images integrated with text. Before we
begin our work on the document, IÕd like to talk a little bit about FrameMaker.
FrameMaker is the only product on the market that fully integrates five essential
publishing functions: word processing, page and document layout, graphics,
bookbuilding, and math. Frame offers you all of these capabilities in a single software
package, so thereÕs no need to purchase separate options to meet all of the needs of
your work group.Ó3 ÒFrameMaker is designed to be easy to learn and easy to use. FrameMaker provides a
complete WYSIWYG display running under NEXTSTEP. Because we run under
NEXTSTEP, you can access multiple applications simultaneously. You can be
running e-mail, CAD or graphics applicationsÑand FrameMaker at the same time.Ó4 ÒPart of what makes FrameMaker so easy to use is its menu structure. FrameMaker
has only a few pull-right menus (follows the NEXTSTEP user interface conventions).
Ó

¥ Click the left mouse button on a number of menus.5 ÒFrameMaker gives you the option of working in the mode that is most comfortable
for you. You can use the mouse, or you can use keyboard shortcuts. You can even
develop your own shortcuts by programming the keyboard and creating macros.Ó

¥ Pull down a menu and point out keyboard shortcuts that correspond to mouse
functions. Ask your customer which he/she would feel most comfortable with. Try to
use whichever he/she would use.6 ÒFrameMakerÕs user interface also allows you to move through your document with
ease. Scroll bars allow you to page through the document vertically or horizontally.Ó

¥ Click on the elevator bar on the left side of the window and slowly drag halfway
down to show that you can scroll vertically. On the bottom of the window, point out
horizontal scroll bars, plus the page scrolling icons.

¥ Click on the page icons to go forward and backward through the pages.7 ÒIn addition, FrameMaker offers you the ability to zoom in or out on a document,
from 25% to 1600% in 1 point incrementsÑand FrameMaker is fully functional at any
zoom level.Ó

¥ Select 25% from the popup menu at the bottom on the document window.8 ÒYouÕll notice at this reduced view that we can get a birds-eye look at the entire
document. YouÕll also notice that we have a combination of both portrait and
landscape pages in the same document. ThatÕs done through FrameMakerÕs ability
to have 25 master pages per document. In this case, we have a master page for our
portrait pages and another master page for the landscape pages. Page, section and
paragraph numbering can, if you choose, continue on the landscape pages with text
and/or graphics rotated in 90 degree increments.Ó

¥ Use the keyboard shortcut [esc] z z to return to 100%. If it is not already, go to the
first page of the document (through [esc] p f or from the Page menu, First Page).9 ÒThe text in this document was input using FrameMakerÕs powerful built-in word
processor. FrameMakerÕs word processing capabilities include search and replace,
spell-checking, editing functions such as cut, copy and paste, selective capitalization
and more. As you input and edit text, FrameMaker automatically re-flows the text,
hyphenating and paginating interactively.Ó10 ÒFrameMaker has a powerful 130,000-word spell checker based on the Merriam-
Webster Proximity Dictionary. You can also learn words to 3 out of the 4 dictionaries
that words are checked against for spelling and hyphenation breaks.Ó

¥ Bring up the spelling checker and the search and replace dialogs and go over the
many options that a user can select in editing their document. [esc] e l and [control] s
bring up the spell checker and search/replace dialogs.11 ÒFrameMaker has some very strong typographic capabilities. Point sizes are available
from 4 to 400 point in one-one hundred point (.001) increments. FrameMaker supports
automatic kerning, control over minimum/optimum/maximum word spacing, optional
letterspacing and baseline synchronization.Ó12 ÒTo assist you in the formatting of your document, FrameMaker gives you the option
of specifying what your next paragraph is going to be. For example, by placing the
insert point after the 1st Level head ÒIntroductionÓ and hitting the return key,
FrameMaker will read the information from the paragraph format and advance to the
next paragraph tag, which, in this case is a 2nd level headline. This feature will cut
down the number of repetitive formatting keystrokes needed to input your document.
Notice also the autonumbering that is occurring here. FrameMaker allows you to set
up integrate autonumbering streams throughout your document, with the option of
using and mixing numeric, upper and lower case alphabetic or upper and lower case
roman digits.Ó

¥ Place your insert point after the 1Level paragraph Ò1-1 IntroductionÓ. Hit the
return key. Pause. Hit the return key to advance to the 3rd level head, and again to
advance to the 4th level head. Since there is no Ònext paragraphÓ tag specified, it will
continue with the paragraph format for 4th level heads. Open up the paragraph catalog
from the upper right hand corner of your document.13 ÒYou can easily reformat your document through the paragraph catalog. By simply
clicking on the desired paragraph format from the catalog, you can choose from a
variety of pre-user-defined paragraph formats. You can also use keyboard shortcuts to
preform the same commands.Ó

¥ With your insert point in the first paragraph of body text, click on the bullet format
from the paragraph catalog.14 ÒTo include graphics into your FrameMaker document, you can import images in a
variety of formats, as well as draw your own through FrameMakerÕs graphic tools
and commands.Ó

¥ Go to page 5 [esc] p g 5. (Or page 6 if youÕve added any returns in the document.
) Open up the tools palette by clicking on the triangle in the upper left corner of the
document. Reposition tools if necessary. Discuss the graphic tools and commands.
Select the line tool, no fill, 4th shade, set the pen width to 6 pts, and select an arrow tip
from the ends selection box. Draw a vertical rule, holding down the shift key to keep
the line constrained vertically, and point at San Francisco.

¥ Now select the text line tool (large A) from the tools palette and click your left
mouse button beneath the arrow. Type in the words ÒSan FranciscoÓ.15 ÒLetÕs add a footnote to this section. FrameMaker gives you many options when
formatting your footnotes, such as the maximum height a footnote can be on a page; if
the numbering style is to be numeric, upper or lower case roman, or upper or lower
case alphabetic; if the numbering is to start over on each page or to run consecutively
throughout the document.Ó

¥ From the Special menu, select Footnote (or [esc] s f). FrameMaker puts in the
number 1 in the paragraph, adds a footnote separation bar and places the insert point
in the footnote area and switches you automatically to the predefined format for your
footnotes. Using the same sequence you took to get into a footnote, you use it again to
get back into your text ([esc s f]), and you can continue typing from there.

¥ Now go up in the same paragraph and add another footnote. Notice that it re-
numbers the footnotes.16 ÒNow that weÕve completed the editing needed on this document, letÕs create a
table of contents. FrameMakerÕs integrated long document-handling facility allows
you to work with single documents or combine multiple files to generate and edit table
of contents, lists of figures, lists of tables, indexes, and other custom lists, while
exercising complete control over content and format.Ó

¥ Open Geo.book and from it, open each chapter by selecting Open All Files in
Book from the File pull down menu. De-iconify, and arrange all 5 chapters on the
screen so that the large #1 for the chapter number in each document is visible. Click
on the Geo.book window. From its File menu, select Generate.

¥ From Geo.book, double-click on GeoTOC.doc and GeoIX.doc to open them.17 ÒSo, as you can see, FrameMaker combines powerful, flexible document design and
page layout tools with word processing capabilities that rival the performance of
stand-alone products. A complete drawing tool palette for creating figures, rules, and
illustrations. And a book builder that automatically manages long, multi-chapter
documents with cross-references, indexes, tables of contents, consistent number, and
style enforcement.Ó
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Extended demoÑChapter 2: Page Layout and Word Processing1 Open 2PageLayoutWordProcessing.frame. Run the spell checker. Notice that errors
are found in footnotes; repeated words are caught; straight quotes are replaced with
open and close quotes;2 Go to page 6. Place your insertion point in the paragraph Òc. watershedsÑ.Ó From the
paragraph catalog, apply the style 2Level, and then apply the style 1Level. Point out
that the graphics brought in automatically with the paragraph tag are referenced
graphics.3 Go to the reference page by selecting Reference Pages from the Page menu. Select the
eagle. Stretch it horizontallyÑcarefull not to exceed the frame width.4 Go back to the body page. Notice that the graphic changed. Now, go to page one and
page through the document. Each location that used the paragraph tag 1Level now has
a modified reference graphic.5 From the File menu, select Use Formats From. From the document popup, select
1WhatsNew.frame. Keep all check boxes selected. Click the OK button.6 Resize window to fit page. Now this document looks like chapter 1.Chapter 3: FrameMathª1 Open 3FrameMath.frame.2 Click once on the single Ò?Ó in the center of the page.

3 Open the equation palette by selecting the ÒSigmaÓ symbol just below the tool
palette icon on the left of the document window.

4 Create the following equation:
¥ Type in ÒF(x.Ó
¥ Type in the followingÉ

space,space,space
¥ = (the equal sign)
¥ From Large or Calculus, choose the character
¥ Type in the followingÉ

4,tab,tab,2,tab
(x
supershift (shift-6)
3
space,space
+ (the plus sign)
x
supershift
2
space,space,space,space
dx
space,space
/
x5 To show the solving capabilities of FrameMath, use this equation:

¥ New Large Equation
¥ Type in the followingÉ

a+b=y
¥ Select b
¥ Hold down Control key, and press the right arrow key (from the keyboard) once.
¥ This re-writes the equation as a=-b+y
¥ Move the b again to the right and it will re-write the equation to a=b-y
¥ Move again, and it re-writes the equation to
¥ Select the 1 and from the Functions palette, pull down the Other Rewrites and

select Isolate Term.
¥ The equation will be .

Chapter 4: Graphics and Tables1 Open 4Graphics.frame.2 Bring up the toolbox. Draw on top of the VW Bug.3 Go to page 5. Place your insertion point in a table cell.
¥ Tab from cell to cell.
¥ Cut column 2, remove cells from table.
¥ Paste before column 1 (to the left).
¥ Cut text from footer row, leave cells empty.
¥ Straddle footer row.
¥ Insert Table Sheet variable.
¥ Control-return to add three or four more rowsÑenough to make a second page of

the table.
¥ Go back to page 5.
¥ Remove 3 of the 4 North Americas in column 1.
¥ Straddle those3 cells in column 1 with the remaining North America cell.
¥ Paste in a graphic from ClipArt/OfficeSupplies.frame.
¥ Resize column manually to fit graphic.
¥ Resize entire table to width of selected cells contents.
¥ Rotate header row.
¥ Resize table to full right margin.
¥ Change ruling to medium rule after 1st column, medium rule every fourth row,

and double rules between header/footer..
¥ Change shading to 30% magenta in header/footer, 30% cyan in body, and after 4

rows have 4 rows 50% yellow.
¥ Select straddled North America and apply custom ruling and shading (50% green,

double rules).
Chapter 5: Book Building1 Open 5BookBuilding.frame.2 Place your insertion point at the beginning of the extra body paragraph.3 From the Special menu, select Cross Reference. Select TableTitle from the Source

Type scroll list, title 1-1 Lakes Studied from the Reference Source scroll list, and
select Table from the Format popup list. Click Insert.4 Double-click on the newly-inserted cross reference, and click the Go To button in the
cross reference dialog box.5 Go back to page one.Grand Ending1 Arrange all 5 chapters on the screen so that the chapter number in each is visible.
Click on the Geo.book window. From its File menu, select Rearrange Files. Move/
rearrange the files up and down. Click the Done button.2 From Geo.book, select Generate from the File menu. Update/generate the book.
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